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Central extensions of free periodic groups
S. I. Adian, V. S. Atabekyan
Abstract
It is proved that any countable abelian group D can be embedded as a centre
into a m-generated group A such that the quotient group A/D is isomorphic to
the free Burnside group B(m,n) of rank m > 1 and of odd period n ≥ 665. The
proof is based on some modification of the method which was used by S.I.Adian
in his monograph in 1975 for a positive solution of Kontorovich’s famous problem
from Kourovka Notebook on the existence of a finitely generated non-commutative
analogue of the additive group of rational numbers. More precisely, he proved that
the desired analogues in which the intersection of any two non-trivial subgroups
is infinite, can be constructed as a central extension of the free Burnside group
B(m,n), where m > 1, and n ≥ 665 is an odd number, using as its center the
infinite cyclic group. The paper also discusses other applications of the proposed
generalization of Adian’s technique. In particular, we describe the free groups of
the variety defined by the identity [xn, y] = 1 and the Schur multipliers of the free
Burnside groups B(m,n) for any odd n ≥ 665.
Keywords: free Burnside group, central extension, additive group of rational numbers,
Schur multiplier.
1 Introduction
In this paper we study the central extensions of infinite periodic groups of a bounded
odd exponent. A central extension of a group B by a group C is a group A the centre
of which is isomorphic to C, and the quotient group A/C is isomorphic to B. It is clear
0The first author was supported by a grant from the Russian Science Foundation (project no. 14-50-
00005) at the Steklov Mathematical Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The second author
was supported by the Republic of Armenia MES State Committee of Science and Russian Foundation for
Basic Research (RF) in the frames of the joint research project SCS 18RF-109 and RFBR 18-51-05006
accordingly.
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that if a group A is a central extension of B by C, then C must be an abelian group. In
the studies of central extensions of periodic groups the method of inductive proof of large
series of interdependent assertions about periodic words is used, allowing one to construct
examples of new groups with the given properties. Originally, this method was created
in 1968 by S.I. Adian and P.S. Novikov to solve the Burnside problem on the existence
of infinite periodic groups of a sufficiently large odd period and with a finite number of
generators.
Further development of this approach with applications of its various modifications in
solutions of some other problems of group theory was published in the monograph of S.I.
Adian [1] (see also [2]). In particular, S.I.Adian constructed in [3] non-abelian analogues of
the group of rational numbers, that is, non-abelian groups in which the intersection of any
two non-trivial subgroups is infinite (a positive solution of P.G.Kontorovich’s problem,
see [4], Question 1.63)). The central extensions constructed in The central extensions
constructed there can be regarded as analogues of the classical rational numbers group Q,
since among the abelian groups only the group Q and its subgroups have the indicated
infiniteness property of the intersection of any two nontrivial subgroups. can be regarded as
analogues of the classical rational numbers group Q, since among the abelian groups only
the group Q and its subgroups have the indicated infiniteness property of the intersection
of any two nontrivial subgroups. This analogues were denoted by A(m,n). Any group
A(m,n) is a central extension of the free Burnside group B(m,n) of rank m and of a fixed
odd period n ≥ 665 by an infinite cyclic group. By definition the free Burnside group
B(m,n) of period n and rank m has the following presentation:
B(m,n) = 〈a1, a2, ..., am | X
n = 1〉,
where X runs through the set of all words in the alphabet {a±11 , a
±1
2 , . . . , a
±1
m }. The group
B(m,n) is the quotient group of the free group Fm of rank m by the normal subgroup
F nm generated by all possible n-th powers of the elements of Fm. The presentation of the
group A(m,n) by generators and defining relations is easily obtained from the definition
of the group B(m,n) on the basis of the independent system of defining relations {An =
1 | A ∈ E} constructed in Ch. VI of Adian’s monograph [1] as a result of the addition
to the set of generators A = {a1, a2, . . . , am} a new letter d, which commutes with all ai,
and the replacement of each relation An = 1 by An = d. Later it was established that
if one adds another relation dn = 1 to the defining relations of the group A(m,n), then
the resulting periodic quotient group A′(m,n) only admits the discrete topology (see [5],
item 13.4). Thus, an answer was given to A.A.Markov’s question about the existence of
an untopologizable countable group that remained open for several decades (see also [6]).
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Among the various applications of the groups A(m,n) we also note the recent work [7]
where the group A(m,n) is used to give a description of {2, 3}-groups acting freely on
some non-trivial abelian group.
We propose some generalization of Adian’s method in order to construct central
extensions of periodic groups B(m,n) using arbitrary abelian groups, including groups
that are not finitely generated. Some applications of this method will also be indicated.
Note that this generalization can also be applied to n-periodic products, as well as to the
central extensions of free groups of S.I.Adian’s infinitely based varieties (see [8], [9]).
We proceed to precise definitions. The main ideas of our constructions are borrowed
from the paragraph 1 of Chapter VII of the monograph [1] where the groups A(m,n) are
constructed. Section 3 of this paper differs little from Section 1 of Chapter VII of the
monograph [1] and, in fact, could be written back in 1975.
We fix an integer m > 1 and an odd integer n ≥ 665. Consider the set of elementary
words E which is defined in [1, VI.2.1]. Recall the definition of this set. For every α > 0
we choose the set Eα consisting of elementary periods A of rank α in the group alphabet
{a1, a2, ..., am} such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) for every elementary word E of rank α there exists one and only one word A such
that
A ∈ Eα, and (Rel(E,A
n) or Rel(E,A(−n))),
(b) if A ∈ Eα, then for some P and Q we have PA
nQ ∈Mα−1.
Let E denote the set
⋃
∞
α=1 Eα:
E =
∞⋃
α=1
Eα. (1)
The set E is countable (see Theorem 2.13 of Chapter VI [1]), that is, its elements can
be enumerated by natural numbers. We fix some numbering and let E = {Aj|j ∈ N} (N
is the set of natural numbers).
We also fix an at most countable arbitrary abelian group D, given by generators and
defining relations in the following form:
D = 〈d1, d2, . . . , di, . . . | r = 1, r ∈ R〉, (2)
where R is some set of words in the group alphabet d1, d2, . . . , di, . . .
By AD(m,n) we denote the group given by a system of generators of two types:
a1, a2, ..., am (3)
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and
d1, d2, ..., di, .... (4)
and by a system of defining relations of the following three types:
r = 1, for all r ∈ R, (5)
aidj = djai, (6)
Anj = dj (7)
for all Aj ∈ E, i = 1, 2, ..., m and j ∈ N.
Note that if as a group D one takes an infinite cyclic group
D0 = 〈d1, d2, . . . , di, . . . | djd
−1
k = 1, j, k ∈ N〉,
then the obtained group AD0(m,n) will exactly coincide with the group A(m,n) of the
monograph [1].
From the defining relations (7) it follows that the groups AD(m,n) are m-generated
groups with the generators (3). For the groups AD(m,n) the following main theorem
holds.
Theorem 1. For every m > 1 and odd n ≥ 665 and for any abelian group D having the
presentation (2) the following conditions hold:
1. The identity [xn, y] = 1 holds in the group AD(m,n),
2. The verbal subgroup of AD(m,n) generated by the word x
n coincides with D,
3. The centre of AD(m,n) coincides with D,
4. The quotient group of AD(m,n) by the subgroup D is the free Burnside group
B(m,n).
Remark 1. Above we only built the groups AD(m,n) for at most countable abelian
groups. By increasing the rank m to a given cardinality an abelian group of arbitrary
cardinality can be verbally embedded into the corresponding group AD(m,n) in the similar
way.
Remark 2. Let us pay attention to a certain freedom in constructing groups
AD(m,n). First, there is a certain arbitrariness in the order of the numbering of ele-
mentary periods Aj ∈ E, j ∈ N. Second, we have a large degree of freedom when choosing
the presentation (2) of an abelian group D. Thus, by virtue of the defining relations of the
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form (7), for a fixed group D we can get different groups AD(m,n). Moreover, for each of
them Theorem 1 holds.
The next question was posed by P. de la Harpe in Kourovka Notebook [4] (see Ques-
tion 14.10 b)): Find an explicit embedding of the additive group of rational numbers Q
into a finitely generated group (such an embedding exists by Theorem IV from the paper
G.Higman, B.H.Neumann, H.Neumann, J. London Math. Soc., 24 (1949), 247–254).
As a group (2) we choose the additive group of rational numbers Q given, for example,
by the representation:
Q = 〈d1, d2, . . . , di, . . . | d
i
i = di−1, i ≥ 2〉. (8)
Let us construct the group AQ(m,n) by generators (3), (4) and by defining relations
(5)–(7) where R = {d−ii di−1, i ≥ 2}. Then we get a verbal embedding of the group Q
into an m-generated group AQ(m,n) for any m > 1, having an explicit presentation of
the form (5)–(7). Moreover, the group Q coincides with the centre of AQ(m,n). We note
that another explicit (subnormal) embedding of the group Q into some finitely generated
group was previously proposed in [10]. An effective embedding of the group Q into a
finitely generated group can also be found in the paper [11].1
The following assertion, in particular, describes all finite subgroups of AQ(m,n).
Corollary 1. If the group D is torsion-free, then any finite subgroup of the group AD(m,n)
is contined in some cyclic subgroup of order n.
Proof. Let H be a finite subgroup of the group AD(m,n). Since the center D of AD(m,n)
is torsion-free (see item 3 of Theorem 1), then H ∩ D = {1}. Hence, the image H ≃
HD/D of subgroup H under natural epimorphism of AD(m,n) to the quotient group
AD(m,n)/D ≃ B(m,n) is isomorphic to H/H ∩D ≃ H . By Theorem 1.8 of Chapter VII
[1] all finite subgroups of the group B(m,n) are cyclic. In particular, H is a cyclic group
of order dividing n. Therefore, H is also a cyclic group of the same order.
Note that AQ(m,n) contains elements of order n. Indeed, since the group Q is a
complete group, then for each j ≥ 1 there is an element qj ∈ Q such that q
n
j = dj,
where dj satisfies the relation (7). Elementary periods Aj have order n in the group
B(m,n) ≃ AQ(m,n)/Q. Therefore by the relations (7) the elements of the form Ajq
−l
j
also have order n in AQ(m,n). Thus, the order of any element of the m -generated group
AQ(m,n) is either infinite or divides n.
1The authors are grateful to the referee who drew their attention to the work [11].
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Let us consider one more interesting example. As an abelian group D we take the
free abelian group of countable rank
C = 〈d1, d2, . . . , di, . . . | [dk, dj] = 1, k, j ∈ N〉 (9)
with the free generators d1, d2, . . . , di, . . .. The group AD(m,n) constructed by C is denoted
by AC(m,n). For the group AC(m,n) the following theorems are true.
Theorem 2. For any m > 1 and odd n ≥ 665 the group AC(m,n) is the free group of
rank m in the variety of groups C defined by the identity [xn, y] = 1.
Hence, AC(m,n) = Fm/[Fm, N ], where Fm is the absolutely free group of rank m and
N = F nm is the verbal subgroup of Fm generated by the word x
n.
Theorem 3. The group A(m,n) is a quotient group of AC(m,n) by some central subgroup.
Applying item 3 of Theorem 1 to the group AC(m,n) we get
Corollary 2. The centre of AC(m,n) is a free abelian group of countable rank. Moreover,
the elements {dj|j ∈ N} are free generators for the centre of AC(m,n).
Previously I.S.Ashmanov and A.Yu.Olshanskii proved in [12] the assertion of Corol-
lary 2 for all odd periods n > 1010 (see also [13], Theorem 31.2).
Corollary 3. The Schur multiplier of the free Burnside group B(m,n) is a free abelian
group of countable rank for all m > 1 and odd periods n ≥ 665.
Proof. By definition the Schur multiplier M of the group B(m,n) is the quotient group
M = N∩[Fm, Fm]/[Fm, N ], where Fm is the free group of rankm, and N = F
n
m. Obviously,
M < N/[Fm, N ]. By virtue of items 2 and 3 of Theorem 1 the group N/[Fm, N ] coincides
with the center of AC(m,n). According to Corollary 2 the group N/[Fm, N ] is an abelian
group of countable rank.
The quotient group of N/[Fm, N ] by the subgroup M is isomorphic to
N/N ∩ [Fm, Fm] ≃ N [Fm, Fm]/[Fm, Fm],
which is a subgroup of the free abelian group Fm/[Fm, Fm] of rank m. Hence, M also is a
free abelian group of countable rank.
Corollary 3 strengthens Corollary 1 of the paper [12], although their proofs essentially
coincide. We repeated this proof in view of its brevity.
From Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 also follows
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Corollary 4. The group AC(m,n) is torsion-free.
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 3 the quotient group of AC(m,n) by some central subgroup
is isomorphic to A(m,n). By Theorem 1.6 of Chapter VII of the monograph [1] the group
A(m,n) is torsion-free. Hence, any element of finite order of AC(m,n) belongs to the
center. But the center of AC(m,n) is also torsion-free by Corollary 2.
Theorems 2 and 3 follow from the definitions of the groups AC(m,n), A(m,n) and of
the variety C. They will be proved in Section 2. For the proof of Theorem 1 we need some
generalization of the method of studying groups A(m,n) of the monograph of S.I.Adian
[1]. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the mentioned generalization. Theorem 1 we will prove
in Section 5.
2 The proof of Theorems 2 and 3
Lemma 2.1. The subgroup Z generated by the elements {dj|j ∈ N} coincides with the
centre of the group AD(m,n), and the quotient group AD(m,n)/Z is isomorphic to the
free periodic group B(m,n).
Proof. By virtue of the defining relations (6) and (7) and by Theorem [1, VI.2.9], Z is
contained in the centre of AD(m,n). Besides, the quotient group of the group AD(m,n)
by the subgroup Z is the free Burnside group B(m,n). Moreover, according to Theorem
[1, VI.3.4] the quotient group AD(m,n)/Z has trivial centre. Hence, Z coincides with the
centre of AD(m,n).
Lemma 2.2. The verbal subgroup of AD(m,n) generated by the word x
n coincides with
Z, and in the group AD(m,n) the identity relation [x
n, y] = 1 holds.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that every element of AD(m,n) can be presented in
the form Xd, where X is a word in the alphabet (3), Xn ∈ Z and d ∈ Z. For any
Xd ∈ AD(m,n) the element (Xd)
n belongs to the centre of AD(m,n) because the quotient
group AD(m,n)/Z has the period n. Hence, in AD(m,n) the identity relation [x
n, y] = 1
holds. Besides, it follows from the defining relations (7) that the verbal subgroup of the
group AD(m,n) generated by the word x
n coincides with Z since the centre Z is generated
by the elements {dj|j ∈ N}.
It is easy to see that excluding from the system of generators of the group AC(m,n)
all the letters dj , j ∈ N, we get the following presentation for the groups AC(m,n):
AC(m,n) = 〈a1, a2, . . . , am | [A
n
j , ak] = 1, j ∈ N, k = 1, 2, . . . , m〉.
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This implies that every relation of the group AC(m,n) is a consequence of the identity
relation [xn, y] = 1. On the other hand by virtue of Lemma 2.2 the identity [xn, y] = 1
holds in AC(m,n). Thus, the group AC(m,n) is the free group of rank m of the variety C
defined by the identity [xn, y] = 1. Theorem 2 is proved.
Directly from the definitions of the groups A(m,n) and AC(m,n) it implies that the
group A(m,n) is the quotient subgroup of AC(m,n) by the subgroup H generated by
all possible elements of the form did
−1
j , i, j ∈ N. Since this elements did
−1
j belong to the
centre of AC(m,n), then the group A(m,n) is the quotient group of AC(m,n) by some
central subgroup. Theorem 3 is proved.
3 Generalized analogues of the basic concepts of
Adian-Novikov theory
For the words in the alphabet (3)–(4) of the group AD(m,n) we construct generalized
analogues of concepts that were constructed and studied in chapters I-V of the monograph
[1].
The set of all words of the form Qd is denoted by RDα , where Q is a word in the
alphabet (3) belonging to the set Rα, d ∈ D and the group D has the presentation (2).
Similarly, denote by NDα , P
D
α , K
D
α , L
D
α , M
D
α , M
D
α and A
D
α the sets of words Qd, where
d ∈ D, and Q belongs to the corresponding set Nα, Pα, Kα, Lα, Mα, Mα and Aα.
We will only consider those occurrences in the words Qd, whose bases occur in Q,
that is, they are words in the alphabet (3). Furthermore, if V is an occurrence in the word
Q, then V d denotes the corresponding occurrence in Qd.
The concepts of periodic, integral, semi-integral and elementary words of rank α, of
generating occurrence of rank α and of supporting kernel of rank α and all concepts, which
were defined in [1, Ch. I, items 4.3-4.10], remain unaltered. They will, as before, relate
only to words in the alphabet (3). We will study the occurrences of elementary words of
rank α in the words of the form Qd, where Q ∈ Rα−1. All the concepts defined in [1, Ch.
I, items 4.11-4.15] extend uniquely to such occurrences. In particular, we have in addition
that for any d, d′ ∈ D
Corr(V,W ) ⇔ Corr(V d,Wd′),
Rel(V,W ) ⇔ Rel(V d,Wd′),
V ∈ Norm(α,Q, r) ⇔ V ∈ Norm(α,Qd, r).
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We extend the concepts of kernel of rank α and the relation MutNormα(V,W ) to
occurrences in words of the form Qd, so that the relations
V ∈ Ker(α,Q) ⇔ V ∈ Ker(α,Qd),
V ∈ Reg(α,Q) ⇔ V ∈ Reg(α,Qd),
MutNormα(V,W ) ⇔ MutNormα(V d,Wd)
hold.
Further, by simultaneous induction on rank α we will define on RDα a relation
α
h of
generalized equivalence in rank α and an operation [X, Y ]Dα of generalized coupling in
rank α.
We will parallelly prove that the relation
α
h satisfies the following conditions:
P
α
hQ⇔ ∃d ∀d′ (Pd′
α
hQ(dd′)), (10)
Qd
α
hQd′ ⇒ d = d′ D, (11)
where P,Q are words in the alphabet (3), d, d′ ∈ D, (dd′) is the product of d and d′ in
abelian group D.
Essentially, in order to construct the group AD(m,n) mentioned in Theorem 1 we
consider the direct product of the free group Fm with free generators a1, ..., am and the
abelian group D (2). The elements of this product we denote by Qd, where Q ∈ Fm and
d ∈ D. Further, on this direct product we introduce the equivalence relation h (
α
h) by
induction on the rank based on the following considerations. If Q,P ∈ Fm and Q = P in
the free Burnside group B(m,n), then for some words u1, ..., uk and elementary periods
Ai1 , ..., Aik ∈ E in free group Fm we have the equality
Q = P (u1A
±n
i1
u−11 ) · · · (ukA
±n
ik
u−1k ).
Taking into account the relations (7), (6) we for some d′ ∈ D get the equality Q = Pd′
in the group AD(m,n). Then we assume that Qd h P (d
′d). To prove that after this
factorization we obtain a group isomorphic to the group AD(m,n) and that the group D
is embedded in it, in particular, we have to prove the relations (10) and (11) together
with the concomitant statements.
Looking ahead, we note that the correctness of the definition of the generalized equiv-
alence relation
α
h (more precisely, its independence from the sequence of generalized ro-
tations of rank α) is ensured by the commutativity of the group D.
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For arbitrary P,Q ∈ R0 we put by definition
Pd
0
hQd′ ⇔ (P
0
∼Q and d = d′)⇔ Pd ≡ Qd′,
and
[Pd,Qd′]D0 ⇋ [P,Q]0(dd
′). (12)
Clearly, relations (10) and (11) hold if α = 0.
Suppose that α > 0 and we have already defined the relation
α−1
h on RDα−1 satisfying
(10) and (11) and the operation [X, Y ]Dα−1 satisfying
[Pd,Qd′]Dα−1
α−1
h [P,Q]Dα−1(dd
′) (13)
and
[Pd,Qd′]Dα−1 = [P1d
′′, Q1d
′′′]D0 = [P1, Q1]0(d
′′d′′′) (14)
provided that the relations
Pd
α−1
h P1d
′′, Qd′
α−1
h Q1d
′′′ and [P1, Q1]0 ∈ Rα−1 (15)
hold.
The existence of such an operation on RDα−1, the fact that it is associative and well
defined within generalized equivalence in rank α − 1 are given us by the induction as-
sumption. For α = 1, these properties of the operation [X, Y ]Dα−1 follow trivialy from
(12).
In order to define
α
h we now need the concept of a generalized reversal of rank α
which is connected with the usual concept of reversal of rank α.
Suppose that X ∈ Rα−1 and the transition X → X1 is a real reversal of rank α of
the occurrence R ∗ E ∗ S ∈ Norm(α,X, 9). By [1, Ch. VI, Lemma 2.1] there exists an
element Anj ∈ Eα such that either Rel(E,A
n
j ) or Rel(E,A
−n
j ). As it was shown in [1, Ch.
VI, Lemma 2.3] in this case we can find a word Z such that X
α−1
∼ Z and
fα−1(R ∗ E ∗ S,X, Z) = R1 ∗ C
tC1 ∗ S1, (16)
where one of the words Cn or C−n is a cyclic shift of Anj . For an arbitrary d ∈ D there
exists by (10) an element d′ ∈ D such that Xd
α−1
h Z(d′d). Then for an arbitrary d ∈ D
we define a generalized real reversal of rank α of the occurrence R ∗ E ∗ Sd to be any
transition of the form
RESd→ Y, (17)
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where
Y
α−1
h [R1, [C
−n+tdσj , C1S1(d
′d)]Dα−1]
D
α−1 (18)
and σ = 1 or σ = −1 according to whichever of C−n or Cn is a cyclic shift of the word
Anj ∈ Eα. From the commutativity of the group D implies that this definition is correct.
We will say that the words X, Y ∈ PDα are generalized equivalent in rank α if either
X
α−1
h Y or there is s sequence of generalized real reversals of rank α which transform X
into Y . If in addition X, Y ∈ RDα , then we will write X
α
hY .
It follows from the relation (10) of rank α − 1, from the relations (14) and from the
(15) and the definition of generalized reversal of rank α that for any P,Q ∈ Rα−1 the
transition P → Q is a real reversal of rank α of the occurrence R ∗ E ∗ S in the word P
if and only if there exists d ∈ D such that for an arbitrary element d′ ∈ D the transition
Pd′ → Q(dd′) is a generalized real reversal of rank α of the occurrence R ∗ E ∗ Sd. It
follows easily from this that (10) holds for rank α.
Let us prove the relation (11) for rank α.
Making use of (10) we define a function fDα (V ;X, Y ) which maps Ker(α,X) onto
Ker(α, Y ), where X
α
hY . Namely, if Pd
α
hQd′, where P
α
∼Q, then for an arbitrary kernel
R ∗E ∗ Sd ∈ (α, Pd) we set
fDα (R ∗ E ∗ Sd; Pd, Qd
′)⇋ fα(R ∗ E ∗ S; P, Q)d.
For an arbitrary generalized real reversal X → Y of rank α, where X, Y ∈ PDα , we also
have a mapping fDα (V ;X, Y ).
The properties of generalized real reversals of rank α are analogues to the properties
of the ordinary real reversals of rank α.
In order to prove the symmetry of the relation
α
h we need to show that for any active
occurrence R ∗ E ∗ S of rank α in the word X ∈ Rα the above definition of generalized
reversal of rank α of the occurrence R ∗ E ∗ Sd does not depend on the choice of the
intermediate word Z for which the relations X
α−1
∼ Z and (16) hold. Suppose that we have
another word Z1 such that X
α−1
∼ Z1 and
fα−1(R ∗ E ∗ S,X, Z1) = R2 ∗D
hD1 ∗ S2, (19)
where one of the words Dn or D−n is a cyclic shift of some element Ank from the set E.
Then, together with the reversal (17), we now have a further generalized real reversal of
rank α of the occurrence R ∗ E ∗ Sd, namely:
RESd→ Y1,
11
where
Y1
α−1
h [R2, [D
−n+tdσ1k , D1S2d
′′]Dα−1]
D
α−1, (20)
Xd
α−1
h Z1d
′′ and σ1 = 1 or σ1 = −1 according to whether D
−n or Dn is a cyclic shift of
the word Ank . Since in addition (D
hD1, C
tC1) follows from (16) and (19), we by definition
[1, Ch. VI, Definition 2.1] have that Aj ≡ Ak. Thus, σ1 = σ. It follows from (16) and (19)
that
fα−1(R1 ∗ C
tC1 ∗ S1, Z, Z1) = R2 ∗D
hD1 ∗ S2. (21)
It follows from item (b) of Definition [1, Ch. VI, 2.1] that the occurrence R1∗C
tC1∗S1
is periodised in rank α−1. Then by [1, Ch. II, 7.21] it follows from (21) that CtC1 ≡ D
hD1,
that is, C ≡ D, C1 ≡ D1 and t = h. By [1, Ch. IV, 2.35] we have the relations
R1
α−1
∼ R2 and S1
α−1
∼ S2.
Then, in view of (10) there exist elements a, b ∈ D such that
R1
α−1
h R2a and S1
α−1
h S2b. (22)
By the inductive hypothesis coupling in rank α− 1 has all the analogue properties to
the properties of ordinary coupling in rank α− 1. Therefore, it follows from (22) that
R1C
tC1S1d
′
α−1
h R2D
tD1S2(d
′ab).
Then
Z1d
′′
α−1
h Xd
α−1
h Zd′
α−1
h Z1(d
′ab),
whence, by relation (11) for rank α− 1, it follows that d′′ = d′ab. Further, using associa-
tivity and a single-valuedness of generalized coupling in rank α − 1 as well as relations
(18), (13) and (20), we get
Y
α−1
h [R1, [C
−n+tdσj , C1S1d
′]Dα−1]
D
α−1
α−1
h [R2a, [D
−n+tdσ1k , D1S2d
′b]Dα−1]
D
α−1
α−1
h
α−1
h [R2, [D
−n+tdσ1k , D1S2d
′ab]Dα−1]
D
α−1
α−1
h Y1.
Thus, we have proved that the result of any two generalized real reversals of rank α
of a given occurrence R∗E ∗Sd are generalized equivalent in rank α−1. It follows that if
X → Y is a generalized real reversal of a kernel Ker(α,X), then Y → X is a generalized
real reversal of rank α of the kernel fDα (V ; X, Y ). Thus, the relation
α
h is symmetric.
Transitivity follows immediately from the definition.
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Further, using analogues of assertions [1, Ch. IV, 2.1] and [1, Ch. IV, 2.5] for gen-
eralized real reversal of rank α we prove the analogue of [1, . IV, 2.6]: if X
α
hY , then
either X
α−1
h Y , or there exists a simple sequence of generalized real reversals of rank α
transforming X to Y .
Assume that Qd
α
hQd′, where d 6= d′ in D. Since by the induction assumption (11) is
true for rank α− 1, we have ¬Qd
α−1
h Qd′. Consequently, there exist a simple sequence
Qd ≡ X1 → X2 → · · · → Xi → Xi+1 → · · · → Xt ≡ Qd
′
of rank α. Then by Yi denoting the result of deleting the letters d
±
j from Xi, where j ∈ N,
we get a simple sequence
Q ≡ Y1 → Y2 → · · · → Yi → Yi+1 → · · · → Yt ≡ Q
of ordinary real reversals of rank α. But by [1, Ch. III, 1.5] and [1, Ch. IV, 2.4] this
sequence can not be simple, since Iα(Q, Q) = 0. Thus relation (11) is true for rank α as
well.
Based on relations (10) and (11) we can prove for
α
h the analogue of each of the
assertion that was proved for
α
∼ in [1, Ch. IV] without significant difficulty.
The operation of generalized coupling in rank α is defined for arbitrary words
Pd,Qd′ ∈ RDα by the equations
[Pd,Qd′]Dα = [P1d
′′, Q1d
′′′]D0 = [P1, Q1]0(d
′′d′′′) (23)
under the assumption that the following conditions are satisfied:
Pd
α
hP1d
′′, Qd′
α
hQ1d
′′′ and [P1, Q1]0 ∈ Rα. (24)
The existence of an operation like this defined everywhere on RDα , follows immediately
from (10) and the existence of ordinary coupling in rank α. The fact that it is associative
and single-valued is proved just as the corresponding properties of ordinary coupling were
proved in Chapter V [1].
4 Auxiliary group ΓD(m,n, α)
Using the introduced notions we construct an auxiliary group ΓD(m,n, α) whose elements
are equivalence classes RDα under
α
h, and the group operation is defined in terms of gen-
eralized coupling in rank α. As in Lemma [1, Ch. VI, 1.4] it is easy to check that the set
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ΓD(m,n, α) with respect to this operation is a group. Let us describe this group by gen-
erators and defining relations. To this end, we denote by AD(m,n, α) the group with the
generators a1, a2..., am, d1, d2, ..., di, .... and the system of defining relations of the forms
(5), (6) and (7) for all those j ∈ N for which Aj ∈
α⋃
t=1
Et.
Lemma 4.1. For any words X, Y ∈ RDα the relation
X = Y in AD(m,n, α) ⇔ X
α
hY
holds.
Proof. The implication from left to right is proved in exactly the same way as the ana-
logues fact was proved for X
α
∼Y in Lemma [1, Ch. VI, 2.3].
Let us prove the implication from right to left. From the definition of generalized real
reversal of rank α implies that the transition
A3qj → A
−n+3q
j dj
is a generalized real reversal in rank ≤ α for any word Aj ∈
α⋃
t=1
Et, that is, A
3q
j
α
hA−n+3qj dj.
Consequently, in ΓD(m,n, α) all relations of the form (7) hold in the group AD(m,n, α).
Since all elements of D belong to the set RDα (for any α) and r
0
h 1, then r
α
h 1, where r ∈ R
(see (2)). Further, by virtue of (23) and (24) we also have [dj, ak]
D
α = akdj = [ak, dj]
D
α .
Hence, the relations (5) and (6) also hold in the group ΓD(m,n, α). Therefore, the equality
X = Y in AD(m,n, α) implies that the equivalence classes of words X and Y are equal
in ΓD(m,n, α) for any X, Y ∈ RDα , that is, X
α
hY.
5 The proof of Theorem 1
By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 the subgroup Z generated by the elements {dj|j ∈ N} coincides
with the centre of AD(m,n), the quotient group AD(m,n)/Z is isomorphic to the free
Burnside group B(m,n), the verbal subgroup of the group AD(m,n) generated by the
word xn coincides with Z and in the group AD(m,n) the identity relation [x
n, y] = 1
holds. Therefore, Theorem 1 will be proved if we show that the abelian group D with the
same generators {dj|j ∈ N} is embedded into the group AD(m,n) and, hence, coincides
with Z.
First, we verify that the group D is embedded into ΓD(m,n, α) for any α. Suppose
that for some elements d′, d′′ ∈ D there is an equivalence d′
α
h d′′. Then d′
γ
h d′′ for every
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rank γ ≥ α because by definition we have d′, d′′ ∈ RDγ . Hence, in view of the relation (11)
we obtain that d′ = d′′ in the abelian group D, that is, D is embedded into the group
ΓD(m,n, γ).
According to Lemma 4.1 we obtain that D is embedded into AD(m,n, γ) for every
rank γ ≥ α. Then D is also embedded into the group AD(m,n) because the set of defining
relations (5)–(7) of the group AD(m,n) is the union of sets of defining relations of groups
AD(m,n, γ) for all γ ≥ α. Theorem 1 is proved.
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